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Let A be a C*-algebra, B be a C*-subalgebra of A, and rj be a factorial state of B. 
Sometimes, Q may be extended to a factorial state of A by a tensor product method 
of Sakai (“C*-algebras and W*-algebras, Springer-Verlag, Berlin/Heidelberg/ 
New York, 1971). Sometimes, there is a weak expectation of A into x4(B), and then 
factorial extensions may be found by a method of Sakai and Tsui (Yokohama Mafh. 
J. 29 (1981) 157-160). These two methods are shown to have the same effect, and 
the factorial extensions produced by them are analysed. f: 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a C*-algebra, B be a C*-subalgebra of A and 4 be a factorial 
state of B. An important problem [20], which resisted many attempts at 
solution, was whether 4 can be extended to a factorial state of A. This 
problem has now been solved in the case when B is separable. There are 
two basic ingredients of the solution. Firstly, Sakai described a simple C*- 
teasor product method, which in its basic form solved the problem in some 
special cases, for example, when B is nuclear (see [ 13]), and which in its 
general form showed that it was sufficient o establish the existence in a fac- 
tor of an injective subfactor with trivial relative cornmutant (see [S]). 
Second, Longo [ 141 and Popa [ 17, 181 used the deep theory of factors to 
show that such a subfactor does exist (in separable cases), thereby proving 
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also the factorial Stone-Weierstrass conjecture for separable C*-algebras 
c20, 51. 
Another technique of Sakai’s [19], originally used to establish the 
existence of type III factorial states of inseparable antiliminal C*-algebras, 
was adapted by Tsui [23] to produce factorial extensions, assuming the 
existence of a “weak expectation” of A into the factor X+(B). This method 
apparently was applicable in similar circumstances to the basic tensor 
product method, in particular when B is nuclear. 
A third approach is to consider extremal extensions of 4. Observation 
suggests that some of these have a tendency to be factorial-indeed, there 
is no known example where 4 does not have an extremal extension which is 
factorial. Nevertheless this method did not play a major role in the dis- 
covery of a solution-the cases where it could be established that an 
extremal extension is factorial [22,26] were quite special and susceptible 
to various other methods. 
In this paper, we shall compare these special techniques for constructing 
factorial extensions. In Section 2, we show that the basic tensor product 
method and the weak expectation method are applicable in exactly the 
same cases, and produce exactly the same factorial extensions. Further- 
more, these methods are applicable to each factorial state of B if and only if 
every maximal C*-tensor product of B embeds in a C*-tensor product of 
A. In Section 3, we show how the type of these extensions depends on the 
type of 4. Finally we give some examples which show the limits of these 
methods. 
Throughout, A is a C*-algebra with a C*-subalgebra B. The sets of all 
states, all pure states, and all factorial states of A are denoted by S(A), 
P(A), and F(;(A), respectively, while F,(A), F,,(A), and F,,,(A) will be the 
sets of factorial states of types I, II, and III, respectively. 
If 7c is a representation of A on a Hilbert space 2, n(A) will denote the 
ultraweak closure of n(A). In the special case when rt is the universal 
representation rc, of A, n,(A) will be identified with A**, A with 
n,(A) G A**, and B** with the weak* (=ultraweak) closure of B in A**. 
There is a unique extension of rt to a normal representation E of A** on 
X, and there is a smallest (central) projection z, E A** with $z,) = 1 (z, 
is known as the support of 7~). Furthermore 5 1 z, A** is a *-isomorphism of 
z,A** onto x(A). 
For $ E S(A), ($$,, n+, ti) will denote the GNS Hilbert space, represen- 
tation and cyclic vector associated with I/. 
We denote the algebraic tensor product of C*-algebras A and D by 
A 0 D. For the theory of C*-tensor products, the reader is referred to 
[21]. For simplicity, he may prefer to assume that all C*-algebras have 
identity elements, without essential oss. However, with the aid of [12], it 
is easy to check that the specific results from [9 and 213 which we quote in 
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the sequel are valid without this assumption. Any state o E S(A a,,, D) 
has a “restriction” w 1 A to A, given by 
(w I A)(a) = lim w(a@ Us), 
where (uJ is any approximate unit of D. An elementary argument shows 
that cc) H o 1 A is a weak* continuous mapping of S(A O,,, D) into S(A), 
even if D is nonunital. Any representation 71 of A O,,, D has a restriction 
ITI A to A, given by 
(7~ I A)(a) = lim 7c(a@ u;.), 
where the limit is in the strong operator topology. Similarly, rt has a 
restriction to D. 
2. EXTENSION TECHNIQUES 
Attempts to solve the factor state extension problem usually used the 
following idea, originally due to Sakai (see [ 5, 133 ). Let 4 E S(B), and D be 
a C*-subalgebra of n,(B)‘. Let A, = A a,,,,, D be the maximal C*-tensor 
product of A and D, and B, be the closure of B 0 D in A,. Suppose that 
there is a representation 0 of B, on X4 such that 
8(b@d)=7L,(b)d (bEB,dED). 
Define dD E S(B,) by 






Note that 9, may depend on the choice of D. 
Now suppose that x,(B)’ n D’ = @. (Note that this forces 4 to be fac- 
torial.) Then 8 is irreducible, so dD E P(B,). Hence d is a nonempty weak* 
compact face of S(A,), and therefore 6 n P(A,) is nonempty. Let 
All states in q are factorial extensions of 4 [21, IV.6.31. 
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There is always a unique representation 8 on Z6 of the maximal C*-ten- 
sor product BQ,,, D satisfying (*) [21, IV.4.71. Thus the assumption 
above merely presumes that this latter representation factors through the 
C*-tensor product B,, which in general is a quotient of B@,,, D. In par- 
ticular the method is applicable if either B or D is nuclear (or even if B has 
the “extension property for v ” of [ 11 ]-such algebras are sometimes 
called “seminuclear” [131). For, in all these cases, B, = BO,,, D. It has 
recently been established [ 13, 17, 1 S] that if B is separable and 4 E F(B) 
then D can be chosen to be a UHF algebra. This solved the factor state 
extension problem for separable C*-algebras. 
Earlier, Tsui [23] had considered another method of constructing fac- 
torial extensions, based on Sakai’s construction of type III factorial states 
of inseparable antiliminal C*-algebras [ 191. A weak expectation for a 
representation rc of B is a linear contraction P: A + x(B) such that 
PI B = rc. First, we note that weak expectations are automatically com- 
pletely positive and have a module property (see [ 11, p. 1641). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let n be a representation of B, and P be a weak expec- 
tation for 7~. Then 
(1) P is completely positive, 
(2) P(b,ab,) = n(b)) P(a) 7c(b,) (a E A, bje B). 
ProoJ There is a normal extension of P to a linear contraction P of 
A** into n(B). Then PI B** =71, so P is surjective. Since x(B) is 
isomorphic to z,B **, there is a linear contraction Q of A** onto z, B** 
such that P=noQ. In particular, ii(Q(b))=it(b) (bE B**), so Q is a pro- 
jection of norm 1 of A** onto z,B **. Thus Q is positive and satisfies the 
module property 
Q(z,J,ab, z,) = b, Q(a) b2 (aEA**, b,E B**) 
[21, 111.3.41. In particular, Q(z,az,) = Q(a). It follows that Q, and hence 
P, are completely positive [21, IV.3.41, and that P satisfies (2). 
We note in passing that, by duality, Proposition 2.1 ensures that certain 
“dilations” of the predual n(B), into A* are completely positive (see [9]). 
For 4 E S(B), let 2 be the convex set of all weak expectations for rrg. In 
the point-ultraweak topology, Z? is compact. However, Z! may be empty 
(see Example 4.2). 
COROLLARY 2.2. There is an affine homeomorphism of 2 into the weak* 
compact set YO, defined by P H qSp, where 
4Aa) = (P(a) td, &>. 
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Proof. It is clear that P + dP is a continuous afhne mapping of A! into 
YO. Furthermore, if P, Q E 9 and dP = ia, then for a E A, bi E B, 
Thus P = Q. We conclude that P-dp is injective, and therefore 
homeomorphic. 
Let Y; be the range of the mapping PI-+~~ of Corollary 2.2. Then Y; is a 
(possibly empty) weak* compact convex subset of 9,. It was shown in 
[23] that if 4 E F(B) the extreme boundary a,yl, of Y1 consists of factorial 
extensions of 4. We shall see now that this “weak expectation” method of 
extending certain factorial states corresponds exactly to a particular case of 
the “tensor product” method. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 4 E S(B), and D be an ultraweakly dense C*-sub- 
algebra of ze(B)‘. The following are equivalent: 
(1) There is a representation 8 of B, on X4 such that 
8(b @ d) = z,(b) d (bEB,dED), 
(2) There is a weak expectation for ITS. 
If these conditions are satisfied, then there is an af$ne homeomorphism 
between d and 5! satisfying 
daOd)= U’W&,, 5,) 
for a E A, d E D, o E 8, and P E Z!. Hence Y; = Y; and the restriction map p of 
d onto Y; is injective on 8. 
Proof: First, suppose that 8 exists, so that d is nonempty. Let ~~67, 
$ =wI A, c, = n,l A, and cr2=xoI D. By the uniqueness of the GNS 
representation [21, 1.9.41, we may make identifications as follows: 
5r=t$=5,,=L (= 5, say) 
24 = CCJI(B) 51, n++(b) = o,(b)1 24 (bEB) 
=& = CG(B,) (I= CQB,) 51= 4 
~~o(Y)=~(Y)=%l(YN~~ (YEBD) 
x+ = Co,(A) 51 = [a,(A) x41 = Co,(A) dB,) tl = %a 
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Let E be the orthogonal projection of Z+ onto X4, so EEO,(D)‘. Define 
P(u) = En,(a) E (UEA). 
Then 
P(u)E EC,(A) Es Ea,(D)‘E= (a,(D)E)‘= D’= n4(B). 
From the definition, P is a linear contraction, and 
P(b) = En# E = n,(b) (b E B), 
so P is a weak expectation for n(. Furthermore 
4~ 0 4 = (qA4 d&t > = (P(a) 4, t > (uEA, dED). 
It follows that o H P is an injection of d into 9. 
Conversely, suppose that there is a weak expectation P for nd. Since P is 
completely positive, there is a completely positive (hence bounded) linear 
mapping OO of A, into the bounded linear operators on Z6, such that 
fl,(u 0 d) = P(u) d (ucA, dgD) 
[21, IV.4.23(ii)]. Then f&, (B 0 D is a *-homomorphism, so we may take 
0 = 6,I B,. Furthermore, if 
o’(x) = (&l(x) t,, t,> @EA.) 
then o’ E 8 and 
where $’ = o’ 1 A and (ul) is an approximate unit for D. Thus the weak 
expectation associated with w’ as in the first part of the proof is P. This 
shows that the correspondence between I and 2 is surjective. 
By Corollary 2.2, there is a bijective correspondence between 6’ and Y;, 
given by WHPH~~~. But 
dP(Q) = <P(a) c,, 5,) = (w I A)(a). 
So p is a bijective correspondence between d and Y;. Since p is aftine and 
weak* continuous, hence homeomorphic, with range Y;, it follows that 
Y; = Y; and that the correspondence between d and 2 is also afline and 
homeomorphic. 
Before going on to discuss the implications of Theorem 2.3 for the exten- 
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sion of factorial states, we should observe that the theorem shows that the 
validity of condition (1) and the set cU;, are independent of the choice of 
ultraweakly dense C*-subalgebra D of rcJB)‘. The next result and its proof 
give further insight into this. Recall that the (right) normal norm on 
A 0 rcJB)’ is defined by 
/Ix/l.., = SUP ll4x)ll 
where the supremum is taken over all representations rc of A O,,, x((B)’ 
for which 71 (z&B)’ is normal [9,24]. Let A, be the C*-tensor product 
obtained by completing A 0 rc&B)’ in this norm, and B, be the closure of 
B ~~~(8)’ in A,. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 4 E S(B) and D be an ultraweakly dense F-sub- 
algebra of x4(B)‘. The following are equivalent: 
(1) There is a representation 0 of B, on z$‘~ such that 
t3(b 0 d) = n,(b) d (bEB,deD) 
(2) There is a representation o of B, on X4 such that 
o(b 0 d) = n&b) d (bEB,dED). 
Proof: (2) * (1). There is a canonical *-homomorphism @: A, + A,, 
and we may take O=~C@IB,~. 
(1) * (2). Let I/ jlV be the right normal norm on A 0 D**, x0 be the 
identity representation of D on A$, and z be the support of rc,,. Since EC, is 
a *-isomorphism of zD** onto x,(B)‘, it is easy to see from the definitions 
that 
11(1o%m)II”or= ll(loz)xll” (XE A 0 D**). 
Takey=C;=, b;@d,EBaD **. There is a canonical embedding Y of 
A 0 D*” in A*,* which is normal in the second variable [ 11, and a simple 
variant of [4, Proposition 4.11 shows that II Y( y)II = II y 1) ,,. There is a net 
( y,) in B, such that y, -+ Y(y) ultraweakly and II y, II < II Y( y)ll = II y II “. 
Given unit vectors q and q’ in X4, let $(x) = (O(x) q, q’)(x E B,). Then 
$ belongs to the unit ball of BT,, and for b E B, d E D, 
$(YY(b 0 4) = $(b 0 4 = (q(b) 4, r?‘> = (n,(b) dd) 9, 4). 
Since both sides are normal linear functionals of d, the equation 
tit ‘Y(b 0 4) = <x4(b) %(4 r, VI’) 
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is valid for b E B, do D* *. Thus 
d lim SUP II Y, II d II Y II,,. 
Thus 
Finally, given xi E x,(B)‘, take di E zD** with 71,Jd,) = xi. Then 
It follows that the required representation o exists. 
Suppose that there is a C*-algebra A, containing both A and another 
C*-subalgebra C which commutes with A (so that the C*-algebra 
generated by A and C is a *-homomorphic image of A a,,, C [21, 
IV.4.71). Let B, be the C*-subalgebra of A, generated by B and C, and 
suppose that there is a representation 0 of B, on Zb such that 8 I B = 7~~ 
and O(C) = ~Q(B)‘. A similar proof to Theorem 2.3 shows that there is a 
weak expectation for 7~. If D = 19(c), it is not difficult to show directly that 
condition (1) of Theorem 2.3 is satisfied. An example of this type will be 
encountered in Example 4.4. 
In the future, we shall assume that D is ultraweakly dense in x+(B)‘, so 
that Y; and S1 do not depend on a choice of D. A state d of B will be said 
to be compressible (in A) if the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.3 (or 
Proposition 2.4) are satisfied. If 4 E F,(B), then 4 is compressible. For, D 
may be taken to be an elementary (hence nuclear) C*-algebra. (Alter- 
natively, the injectivity of x4(B) guarantees the existence of a weak expec- 
tation for 7c6, and the semidiscreteness of x((B)’ ensures condition (2) of 
Proposition 2.4 [9].) If 4 is a compressible factorial state of B, the tensor 
product and weak expectation methods produce sets gr and a,Yz, respec- 
tively, of extensions of 4. The following corollary of Theorem 2.3 shows 
that these sets coincide. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let 1+4 be a compressible factorial state of B, D be an 
ultraweakly dense C*-subalgebra of x@(B)‘, and p : S(A,) + S(A) be the 
restriction map. Then 9, = a,y?, c p(& n F(A,)) c Sp, n F(A). 
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ProoJ Since p is an afline bijection of the face 8 of S(A,) onto Y;, it 
maps d,b = 8 n P(A,) onto a$$. Hence $ = a,y; E p(b n F(A,)). If 
w~bnF(A,) and $=olA, then 
so $ E F(A). (Indeed, a slight modification of the proof of [21, IV.6.311 
shows that p(F(A,)) c F(A).) 
If the maximal C*-tensor norm on A 0 C restricts to the maximal C*- 
tensor norm on B 0 C for each C*-algebra C, then each (factorial) state 
of B is compressible in A. There is also a converse to this. 
THEOREM 2.6. For a C*-algebra A with C*-subalgebra B, the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) Each factorial state of B is compressible in A. 
(2) For any V-algebra C, the maximal C*-tensor norm on A 0 C 
restricts to the maximal C*-tensor norm on B 0 C. 
(3) There is a weak expectation for each representation of B. 
(4) There is a weak expectation for the universal representation of B. 
Proof. (l)*(2). Let WEP(B@,,,C), $=o(BeF(B) [21,IV.6.31], 
6, and c? be the restrictions of rc, to B and C, respectively, and z = znm. By 
hypothesis, there is a weak expectation P for zg. As in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1, there is a projection Q of norm 1 of A** onto zB** such 
that P = E, 0 Q 1 A, so that Q(b) = zb (b E B). 
Let T: B -+ C* be the completely positive map defined by (Tb)(c) = 
o(b@c) [9; 11, Lemma 3.21. Define F: A + C* by Ta= T**(Q(a))l C, so 
that F is completely positive, and 
@4(c) = <~,(Q(Q,, cz(c) L L>. 
In particular, if b E B and c E C, 
@@b)(c) = (e,W) udc) Lo, Co> = db@c). 
By [9, 111, there is a state r5 of A@,,, C such that G(y) = o( y) 
(~EB~C). Now 
II Y II $I@&& = s~P{w(Y*Y): w~p(B@,,, C)> 
d sup (3 y*y) : 6 E S(A Or,,,, C,} 
= II Y llza@,,,C. 
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(2)* (3). This is similar to the proof of [ll, Theorem 3.31. Let n be a 
representation of B on 2, and let C = n(B)‘. There is a representation 8 of 
BOIlI,, C on 2 such that 8(b@ c) = rc(b) c [21, IV.4.71. By the condition 
(2), there is a Hilbert space 2 containing &’ and a representation g of 
A Qm, C on 2 such that 0(y) = & JJ)[ X ( y E B Q,,, C). 
Let E be the orthogonal projection of 2 onto 2, and define 
P(a) = .!$(a @ 1) E. Then P is a weak expectation for rc. 
(3) =z- (4), (3) = (1). These are trivial. 
(4) =E- (3). Let P: A --) B** be a weak expectation. Then 50 P is a weak 
expectation for 7~. 
3. TYPES OF EXTENSIONS 
Suppose that 4 is a compressible state of B, so that $ = Y; is a non- 
empty set of extensions of 4. One should ask what properties these exten- 
sions have, particularly when 4 is factorial and the extensions belong to the 
special set Pi. The following simple result will enable us to describe PI in 
certain examples in Section 4. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 4 be a tracial state of B. Then q4 is compressible in
A f and only $4 has an extension $ in S(A) which is B-central in the sense 
that 
@tab) = Il/(ba) (agA,b~B). 
Furthermore, z coincides with the set of B-central state extensions of qi 
Proof Suppose first that 4 is compressible, and let II/ be any state in q 
( =Y1). If &is the orthogonal projection of &$ onto X4, then 
En@(a) E E x4(B), and 
Conversely, suppose that (I/ is a B-central state extension of 4. By the 
uniqueness of the GNS representation, we may make identifications as 
follows: 
4 = [Q,(B) ($1 t, = 5* 
gb) = Q@)l& (h E B). 
Let E be the orthogonal projection of X+ onto Z$, so EE z$(B)‘. Let 
d= d* E zc,(B)‘, and (b,) be a sequence in B such that 
(1 z,(b,) 5, - d5,/ --) 0. Since 54 is a trace vector for x4(B), a well-known 
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elementary argument shows that 11 rc,(6,*) 5, - d&, I/ -+ 0. For a E A and b,, 
b,EB, 
(EcJa) E&&b,) 5+ qAbd tr> =lim ti(bTab,b,) 
=lim $(b,b:ab,) 
=lim (~,(b:ab,) trT n,(b,*) 5,) 
= (d&h4 En,(b,) tm, n&4 tr>. 
Hence Err,(u) E E n,(B). Thus the mapping P: A -+ n,(B) given by 
P(u) = &~~(a) E is a weak expectation for rca, and so 4 is compressible. 
Furthermore 
and so $EY;. 
Another approach to the factor state extension problem was to try to 
show that F(A) n a,y?, is nonempty, but the recent solutions [ 14, 17, 183 
do not seem to establish this. In certain special situations, one has the 
stronger property: aeYO G F(A) (see [22,26]), but the following construc- 
tion shows that this often does not hold. One may easily find examples of A 
and B where there exist 4, E P(B) and $, , $‘, E P(A) such that dl is not 
multiplicative, $ 1 1 B = $‘, I B = 4 1, and 11/1 and +; are disjoint. There is a 
unitary multiplier u of B such that the pure state & = $i(u. u*) of B is dis- 
tinctfrom~,.Let~=t(~,+~,),~,=~;(u.u*)EP(A),~=f(~l+~2)E~~. 
Since ~$i and & are equivalent (on B), 4 E F(B); since 1(1i and tiz are dis- 
joint (on A), II/ #F(A), and the face of S(A) generated by $ is the line 
segment between +i and ti2. It is now easy to verify that Ic/ E ~?,9& Thus 
a,YO CZ F(A). Nevertheless in this situation, q5eFI(B), and the following 
result shows that this is sufficient o ensure that F(A) n a,YO is nonempty. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let q5 be a compressible factorial state of B: 
(1) ZfdeF,(B) then .!T,GE~(A)~c?~Y~. 
(2) If 4 E FdB) then $ s F&l TV MA ). 
(3) !fd~FdB) then 9? ~4d~). 
ProoJ: Let o E & n P(A D), Ic/ = o 1 A E Yi. We shall use the notation of 
the proof of Theorem 2.3. Since &$, = Zti = [a,(A) 9#] < [a*(D)’ %+I, E 
has central support 1 in a,(D)‘. Since a,(d) E = d (de D), o*(D) N n+(B)‘. 
(1) Suppose that 4 E F,(B). Then Q(B)’ is type I, so az(o) is also a 
type I factor. Now R~(A) commutes with cz(D) and x+(A)‘na,(D)‘= C, 
so Q,(A) = a,(D)’ [ 151. Hence n,(A) is a type I factor. 
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Suppose that O< r,Y< A* for some 3, >O, I,VE Y& There exists 
x’ E Q(A)’ = o*(D) such that 
Since II/’ 1 B = 4, Ex’E = E. But x’ E a,(D) and E has central support 1 in 
cr2(D)‘, so x’ = 1. Hence I+V = IJQ, and so $ E 8,Y0. 
(2) Suppose that $EFJA). Since n*(A) commutes with a*(D) and 
z@(A) A a,(D)’ = C, it follows from [ 151 that n@(A) = cr2(D)‘, and hence 
that a*(D)’ is a type I factor. Therefore, a,(D), n,(B)‘, and finally n,(B), 
are type I factors. 
(3) The proof is similar to that of [20,4.6.9]. Suppose that m is 
semilinite. Let F= [n,(B)’ X4] E n,(B). Since F> E, there is a finite projec- 
tion E, <F in n,(A) with EE, E #O. Since EE, EE En,(A) EE 
(a*(D) E)’ = n+,(B), there is a nonzero projection F, E n,(B) such that 
F, E, F, + E - F, has an inverse S as an operator on X4. 
Let (T,) be a bounded net in F1nJB) F, converging strongly to 0, and 
let (b,) be a bounded net in B** such that iid(ba) = T,. Since the map 
E,(b) F-fib(b) is a *-isomorphism of n,(B) F onto n+(B), it,(b,) F-1 0 
strongly. In particular, f$(b,) E, -+ 0 strongly. By the proof of [20, 2.5.61, 
E, iill( + 0 strongly. But 
T,*=SF,E,F,~=SF,E,ilti(b,)*EF,+O strongly. 
Thus the adjoint is strongly continuous on bounded subsets of F,nb(B)FI, 
so Fl is finite in n,(B) [20,2.5.6]. Hence the factor n,(B) is semifinite. 
The isomorphism between (TV and n,(B)’ in the proof above has been 
obtained previously by S. Wassermann (private communication). The proof 
of [25, Theorem l] includes a similar argument. In the type I case, our 
proof depended on the fact that Q(A) = a,(D)‘. For a nontype I factorial 
state 4, it is easy to see that n,(A) = az(D)’ if and only if EE x*(A). In 
these circumstances, $ E apYO and II/ is of the same type as 4. However, in 
Example 4.1, we shall exhibit a case where 4 E F,,(B) and PI is a (singleton) 
subset of F,,,(A). 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 4.1. For 1 < n < co, let A be the Cuntz algebra 0, generated 
by isometries Si (1 < i< n) with STSi = 1 = C SjSy, and let B be the C*- 
subalgebra %a generated by words of the form S, S, .. . S. StS!: * .a S$. It J1 12 
Now %” is a UHF algebra, and there is a projection P of norm 1 of 0, onto 
%n annihilating all words of the form Si, .*. S,Sz ... S$, where k #I [S]. 
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Take 4 to be the unique tracial state t of Fn, so z E Fn(FQ. It follows from 
Proposition 3.1 and [3, Corollary lo] that r is compressible and 
9, = {r 0 P}, and from Proposition 2.5 that r 0 P E F(Q). In fact, T 0 P is of 
type III,,, [ 10, p. 9261. Thus these methods fail to produce any type II 
extension of this compressible type II factorial state r. 
It can be shown that Y, contains states other than r 0 P. Let + be one 
such, and c1 be the canonical action of T on Co,, so that a,(Si) = tSi and Fn 
isthelixedpointalgebra [16].Then P=S,cr,dt,sozoP=Scr:ll/dt.Since 
a:+~,4p~, it follows that r~Pkd,Yo. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let A be the Cuntz algebra Q, and B be the Choi sub- 
algebra [7]. Then B is generated by unitaries u = S,&* + &Si* and 
v = S,Si Si* + S, &*S,* + S,S,Si*&*. If e is the projection S, S,*, then u, 
v, and e generate A and satisfy 
e + ueu* = I = e + vev* + v*ev. (*) 
Let 4 be the unique tracial state on B, and suppose that $ E Yi. It follows 
from Proposition 3.1 and (*) that 
2$(e) = 1 = 3$(e). 
This contradiction shows that 4 is not compressible. However, as pointed 
out to us by Lance, it may be verified that the state z 0 P of Example 4.1 is 
a (factorial) extension of 4. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let A be the simple C*-algebra v(%(n,)) associated by 
Bunce and Deddens [6] with a strictly increasing sequence (nk)k,, of 
positive integers, where each nk divides nk + i, and let B be the UHF sub- 
algebra v(A(nk)). There is a unique tracial state r of A, and it was shown 
in [2, 3.61 that 
z(a) 1 l W{uau*: u unitary in B} (UE A). (*) 
Let 4 = r 1 BE F,,(B). It follows from (*) that r is the unique B-central state 
of A. By Proposition 3.1, 4 is compressible and Y; = (z } E F,,(A). 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let B be the full group C*-algebra C*(F,) of the free 
group F, on two generators, and 4 be the unique tracial state r of B. Then 
rcc, is the left regular representation 1 on 1*(F2). It was shown in [24,2.7] 
that there is a representation 8of B&lmi, B on 1*(F,) such that 8(b, @ 6J = 
1(6,) p(b,), where p is the right regular representation of B on Z2(F2). Then 
B(B~~i, B)’ = n(B)’ n p(B)’ = C, so 8 is irreducible. If A is any C*-algebra 
containing B, B Omin B embeds in A @Qmin B, so it follows from the remarks 
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after Proposition 2.4 that z is compressible in A. Hence there is a positive 
linear contraction of A into the II, factor n,(F,) which extends the left 
regular representation of C*(F,). 
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